DAWSCAP is a concentrated nutritional supplement, in an easy-to-use, number 10 gelatin capsule. It contains essential vitamins and trace minerals, plus bacterial strains, yeast cultures, enzymes, and active dry yeast, all of which help to:

- Restore metabolic processes when cattle are off-feed due to stresses such as:
  - Diet Change
  - Parasitism
  - Drug Therapy
  - Convalescence

- Precondition animals for:
  - Changes in Feeding Programs
  - Freshening (before and after)

During an extensive period of field testing, DAWSCAP proved its benefits to a number of large dairymen in California and Arizona.

Some typical comments:

"When a cow goes off-feed or is down from rumen disorders, we administer DAWSCAP. Recovery results are excellent."

"I use DAWSCAP whenever bringing in replacement heifers. My animals come into full feed much faster."

"All of our sick cows receive DAWSCAP daily, both in the morning and in the afternoon. Those capsules sure get our cows back on feed in a hurry."

DAWSCAP capsules are a valuable complement to well-balanced feeding programs. Because they are concentrated, the normal recommended dosage per animal is only 2 to 4 capsules per day for a period of 3 or more days. They are easily administered by balling gun, or the contents can be sprinkled on feed.